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Dec 2, 2020 Exe.epub _TOP_Free Download adsk asx dsk Xf-adsk2015 X64.Exe.epub Free Download 16 keygen asx dsk Xf-adsk2015 X64.Exe.epub Free Download 32 keygen. A: The list looks pretty good to me, but it would be much better to include a link to your actual page that has the list of bookmarks. Q: DataNode JTA transactions not found I'm trying to get HBase (master-slave configuration) to work with the latest
HBase 0.92.0. I've got HBase 0.94.0 on the master side, with an old instance of HBase 0.92.0 on the slave side. I'm trying to get the master to tell the slave to roll back a transaction and I'm running into this error: java.sql.SQLException: DataNode JTA transactions not found I've tried the suggestion on this page: My configuration looks like this: HBase master HMaster master M: 192.168.150.124 S: 192.168.150.125 N: test P:
com.example.hbase.master.MasterTest HBase slave HRegionInfo master HRegionInfo region M: 192.168.150.124 S: 192.168.150.125 N: test P: com.example.hbase.master.MasterTest The master's log says that the region was rolled back, but the slave doesn't see the rollback. Any suggestions would be much appreciated. Thanks. A: The master's logs clearly say that the master tried to do a rollback, and the slave rejected it. From
your logs, it looks like the master is on instance M, and that it did a rollback of the region for slave S (which I assume is the current master). It is important to note that M is on a different IP from S, so the master has no way of knowing that S is still the same instance. If S moves to a new address (by rebooting, for example), the master will think that it is performing a rollback on a region that
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